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the world has so cool a winter. Light falls of snow are common
in Central China—about the latitude of Cairo and New Orleans
and with only a slightly higher elevation. In North China the
winters are cold. Peking, at approximately the same latitude as
Athens, Washington, and San Francisco, and not far inland, has
much lower temperatures in January and February than any of
them.
So marked a difference between North and South in rainfall
and temperature helps to make North China quite distinct from
the Yangtze Valley and the south coast in appearance and crops.
In the South the plains and hills are green, the growing season is
six to nine months in length, two or three crops a year are raised,
and the prevailing grain is rice. In the North the hills and plains
are brown and dust-blown during the winter, the growing season
is shorter (four to six months), no more than two crops a year
are obtained, wheat, kaoliang, and millet form the staple grains,
and beans are raised extensively. The North suffers periodically
from drought and the subsequent famines. North China, too,
shades off gradually into regions where true desert conditions
prevail. Indeed, semi-arid and even desert conditions here and
there extend southward into the northernmost tier of the eighteen
provinces. In the North, moreover, the heat and the rain of the
summer encourage a luxuriant growth, but the cold and dry win-
ters kill off all but the hardier plants. Trees, accordingly, do not
easily start, and the characteristic forest is of broad-leaved;
deciduous varieties. Because of climate and the nature of the
soil only parts of North China seem ever to have been heavily
timbered. On the other hand, the longer growing season and the
heavier rains of the South favor trees. Vegetation is much more
luxuriant and forests grow more quickly.
The difference in climate between the North on the one hand
and 'the Yangtze Valley and the South on the other accounts in
part for other contrasts between the two sections. In the North
the slight rainfall with its frequent failure means numerous fam-
ines. The cold winters militate against health. The cold and the
dust storms tend to keep people indoors, in an unsanitary atmos-
phere. Since fuel is dear, houses remain poorly heated. Heavy
clothing is customary, and winter laundry and bathing difficult.
Under such circumstances disease flourishes. Moreover, the short

